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WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 2011 
 

SESSION OF 2011 195TH OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY No. 38 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
The House convened at 11 a.m., e.d.t. 

THE SPEAKER (SAMUEL H. SMITH) 
PRESIDING 

 
PRAYER 

 The SPEAKER. The prayer will be offered by Rev. Randy 
Riggs, First Presbyterian Church, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
 
 REV. RANDY RIGGS, Guest Chaplain of the House of 
Representatives, offered the following prayer: 
 
 Will you join me in prayer: 
 Almighty God, You have given us this good land as our 
heritage. Make us always remember Your generosity and 
constantly do Your will. Bless our land with honest industry, 
sound learning, and an honorable way of life. Save us from 
violence, discord, and confusion, from pride and arrogance, and 
from every evil way. Make us who come from many nations 
with many different languages a united people. Defend our 
liberties and give those whom we have entrusted with the 
authority of government the spirit of wisdom, that there might 
be justice and peace in our land. When times are prosperous, let 
our hearts be thankful, and in troubled times, do not let our trust 
in You fail. 
 Bless those who hold office in the government of this 
Commonwealth, and particularly, in this body. Help them this 
day to do their work in a spirit of wisdom, kindness, and justice. 
Help them to use their authority to serve faithfully and to 
promote the general welfare, seeking that which will promote a 
sense of shalom for all. Amen. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 (The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by members and 
visitors.) 

JOURNAL APPROVAL POSTPONED 

 The SPEAKER. Without objection, the approval of the 
Journal of Tuesday, May 24, 2011, will be postponed until 
printed. 

HOUSE BILLS 
INTRODUCED AND REFERRED 

 No. 1589  By Representatives COHEN, MYERS, MANN,  
V. BROWN, CALTAGIRONE, D. COSTA, FABRIZIO, 
GODSHALL, JOSEPHS, KIRKLAND, KORTZ, LONGIETTI, 
MURT, M. O'BRIEN, PETRARCA, ROEBUCK and 
VULAKOVICH  

 
An Act amending Title 20 (Decedents, Estates and Fiduciaries) of 

the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, further providing for the 
membership of the advisory committee of The Governor Robert P. 
Casey Memorial Organ and Tissue Donation Awareness Trust Fund. 

 
Referred to Committee on HUMAN SERVICES, May 25, 

2011. 
 
 No. 1594  By Representatives REED, BAKER, BARRAR, 
CALTAGIRONE, CREIGHTON, EVERETT, FLECK, 
GINGRICH, GOODMAN, HELM, M. K. KELLER, 
KRIEGER, KULA, MAJOR, MICOZZIE, MILLARD, 
MUNDY, MURPHY, MUSTIO, PEIFER, QUINN, 
REICHLEY, SAYLOR, SCAVELLO, SCHRODER, 
STEVENSON, SWANGER, TOOHIL, WHITE and 
DONATUCCI  

 
An Act amending the act of December 19, 1984 (P.L.1140, 

No.223), known as the Oil and Gas Act, in general requirements, 
further providing for well permits. 

 
Referred to Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL 

RESOURCES AND ENERGY, May 25, 2011. 

SENATE BILLS FOR CONCURRENCE 

 The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, presented the 
following bills for concurrence: 
 
 SB 104, PN 1214 
 
 Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT,  
May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 151, PN 125 
 
 Referred to Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESOURCES AND ENERGY, May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 326, PN 1176 
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 Referred to Committee on HEALTH, May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 448, PN 431 
 
 Referred to Committee on JUDICIARY, May 25, 2011. 

BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEES, 
CONSIDERED FIRST TIME, AND TABLED 

HB 511, PN 466 By Rep. HENNESSEY 
 
An Act amending the act of May 17, 1921 (P.L.682, No.284), 

known as The Insurance Company Law of 1921, in health and accident 
insurance, providing for access to community pharmacy services. 

 
AGING AND OLDER ADULT SERVICES. 

 
HB 1236, PN 1355 By Rep. J. EVANS 
 
An Act amending Title 30 (Fish) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated 

Statutes, in fishing licenses, further providing for deployed 
Pennsylvania National Guard members and for reserve component of 
armed forces members. 

 
GAME AND FISHERIES. 

 
HB 1237, PN 1356 By Rep. J. EVANS 
 
An Act amending Title 34 (Game) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in hunting and furtaking licenses, further 
providing for resident license and fee exemptions. 

 
GAME AND FISHERIES. 

 
HB 1398, PN 1967 (Amended) By Rep. J. EVANS 
 
An Act amending Title 34 (Game) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in special licenses and permits, further providing 
for definitions and for exotic wildlife possession permits. 

 
GAME AND FISHERIES. 

 
HB 1416, PN 1690 By Rep. HUTCHINSON 
 
An Act requiring the Department of Environmental Protection to 

submit annual reports relating to certain restricted accounts in the State 
Treasury. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY. 

 
HB 1417, PN 1968 (Amended) By Rep. J. EVANS 
 
An Act amending Titles 18 (Crimes and Offenses), 30 (Fish) and 

34 (Game) of the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, in assault, 
further providing for the offense of aggravated assault; in enforcement, 
further providing for interference with officers of the Pennsylvania 
Game Commission and of the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat 
Commission; providing for the offense of assaulting an officer; further 
providing for jurisdiction and penalties and for disposition of fines and 
penalties; and, in game or wildlife protection, further providing for 
killing game or wildlife to protect person, for unlawful importation of 
game or wildlife, for unlawful taking and possession of protected birds, 
for possession or interference with active nests or eggs of birds, for 
unlawful sale of protected birds and plumage and for hunting or 
furtaking prohibited while under influence of alcohol or controlled 
substance. 

 
GAME AND FISHERIES. 

 

SB 274, PN 250 By Rep. J. EVANS 
 
An Act amending Title 34 (Game) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, in hunting and furtaking licenses, further 
providing for unlawful acts concerning licenses; and, in special licenses 
and permits, further providing for authority to issue permits, for permit 
fees and for falconry permits. 

 
GAME AND FISHERIES. 

 
SB 302, PN 279 By Rep. HUTCHINSON 
 
An Act amending the act of July 2, 1993 (P.L.359, No.50), known 

as the Keystone Recreation, Park and Conservation Fund Act, further 
providing for annual reports; and making editorial changes. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY. 

 
SB 353, PN 1262 (Amended) By Rep. ROSS 
 
An Act amending Title 68 (Real and Personal Property) of the 

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, prohibiting private transfer fee 
obligations; and providing for notice and disclosure of existing private 
transfer fee obligations. 

 
URBAN AFFAIRS. 

BILLS REREPORTED FROM COMMITTEE 

HB 382, PN 1958 By Rep. ADOLPH 
 
An Act amending the act of December 4, 1996 (P.L.911, No.147), 

known as the Telemarketer Registration Act, further providing for 
unlawful acts and penalties and for unwanted telephone solicitation 
calls prohibited. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 

 
HB 1219, PN 1329 By Rep. ADOLPH 
 
An Act designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 2011 

over the East Branch of Sideling Hill Creek, Monroe Township, 
Bedford County, as the Donald H. Clark Memorial Bridge. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 

 
HB 1411, PN 1959 By Rep. ADOLPH 
 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), 

known as the Public School Code of 1949, in school districts, 
providing for moratorium on certain data collection systems and data 
sets. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 

 
HB 1424, PN 1852 By Rep. ADOLPH 
 
An Act amending Title 3 (Agriculture) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, providing for the establishment, registration, 
licensing and use of a Pennsylvania Preferred trademark; establishing 
the Pennsylvania Preferred Trademark Licensing Fund; and providing 
for penalties and for enforcement. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 

 
HB 1459, PN 1765 By Rep. ADOLPH 
 
An Act amending the act of June 23, 1931 (P.L.932, No.317), 

known as The Third Class City Code, in civil service, further providing 
for promotions. 
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APPROPRIATIONS. 
 

HB 1460, PN 1766 By Rep. ADOLPH 
 
An Act amending the act of June 24, 1931 (P.L.1206, No.331), 

known as The First Class Township Code, in civil service for police 
and firemen, further providing for examinations and for eligibility list 
and manner of filling appointments. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 

 
HB 1461, PN 1767 By Rep. ADOLPH 
 
An Act amending the act of February 1, 1966 (1965 P.L.1656, 

No.581), known as The Borough Code, in civil service for police and 
firemen, further providing for examinations and for eligibility list and 
manner of filling appointments. 

 
APPROPRIATIONS. 

RESOLUTION REPORTED 
FROM COMMITTEE 

HR 106, PN 930 By Rep. HENNESSEY 
 
A Resolution directing the Legislative Budget and Finance 

Committee to conduct a study of the Pennsylvania Lottery relating to 
its ability to continue to support programs and services for older 
Pennsylvanians. 

 
AGING AND OLDER ADULT SERVICES. 

SENATE MESSAGE 

HOUSE BILL 
CONCURRED IN BY SENATE 

 
 The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, returned HB 218, 
PN 168, with information that the Senate has passed the same 
without amendment. 

BILL SIGNED BY SPEAKER 

 Bill numbered and entitled as follows having been prepared 
for presentation to the Governor, and the same being correct, the 
title was publicly read as follows: 
 
 HB 218, PN 168 

 
An Act designating State Route 462 from its intersection with  

U.S. Route 30 in West Manchester Township, York County, to the 
point where it meets State Route 24 in Springettsbury Township, York 
County, as the Korean War Veterans Memorial Highway. 
 
 Whereupon, the Speaker, in the presence of the House, 
signed the same. 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

 The SPEAKER. Are there requests for leaves of absence? 
The Speaker recognizes the majority whip, who requests a leave 
of absence for: the gentleman, Mr. BOYD, from Lancaster 
County for the day, and the gentleman, Mr. Dennis O'BRIEN, 
from Philadelphia County for the day. Without objection, the 
leaves will be granted. 

MASTER ROLL CALL 

 The SPEAKER. The Chair is about to take the master roll 
call. Members will proceed to vote. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 PRESENT–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 ADDITIONS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The SPEAKER. One hundred ninety-nine members having 
voted on the master roll call, a quorum is present. 
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GUESTS INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. Could I have the members' attention.  
I would like to introduce some of the guests that are with us 
here today. First of all, located right up here on the rostrum, the 
Speaker would like to welcome Emma Riggs. She is the 
granddaughter of the House Chaplain for the day, Pastor Randy 
Riggs. Emma, would you stand and be recognized. Welcome to 
the hall of the House. 
 Located to the left of the rostrum, the Speaker welcomes 
Bethany Foxx from Hummelstown. This Hershey High School 
junior was elected "Youth Governor of Pennsylvania" during 
the annual YMCA Youth and Government Conference held 
recently at the Capitol. With Bethany are her mother, Susan 
Foxx, and Tiffany Iriana, the coadviser of the Youth and 
Government Program at Hershey High School. They are guests 
of Representative John Payne. Will our guests please rise. 
Welcome to the hall of the House. 
 We have several guest pages with us in the well of the 
House. First, as a guest of Representatives Tallman and Perry, is 
Johna Cook. Will our guest page please rise. Maybe she is busy 
at the moment. 
 Also serving as a guest page today is Hannah Gillen, 
daughter of Representative Mark Gillen. Hannah is down here 
in the front. She is working. 
 From Williamsport High School, welcome guest pages 
Amber Hauser and Tatyana Tribble. They are guests of 
Representative Mirabito. 
 Lenore Cohen is also serving as a guest page today. She is 
the guest of Representative Santarsiero. Welcome to the hall of 
the House. 
 Representative Culver is hosting two guest pages today. 
They are Shayna Tramutola and Brent Kisby. Welcome to the 
hall of the House. 
 If we could have the members' attention, please. Special 
guest of Representative Tom Murt, located to the left of the 
rostrum, we would like to welcome Sgt. Jeremy Boyce. 
Sergeant Boyce received the Purple Heart for his service in Iraq. 
I would like to recognize Representative Murt under unanimous 
consent to additionally express his welcome to his friend. 

STATEMENT BY MR. MURT 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Murt, under unanimous 
consent. 
 Mr. MURT. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, former President Ronald Reagan once said that 
we do not need to look into our history books for heroes 
because they are all around us. Today I am very pleased to 
introduce one such hero who calls Pennsylvania his home.  
S. Sgt. Jeremy Boyce is from Osterburg, Pennsylvania, and is a 
proud constituent of Representative Dick Hess. 
 In 2003 Staff Sergeant Boyce and I deployed to Iraq with the 
Army Reserve unit from Bellefonte. We were amongst the first 
Army reservists called to active duty to serve in Iraq. We were 
both assigned to the 4th Infantry Division and sent to Tikrit in 
northern Iraq, which was at the time the center of the Iraqi 
insurgency and the base of operations for Fedayeen terrorists 
throughout northern Iraq. Tikrit, as we know, was also the 
hometown of Saddam Hussein and his Ba'ath Party. We were 
 

garrisoned to Camp Speicher and frequently convoyed to 
various locations throughout Iraq. 
 On August 31, 2003, near LSA Anaconda in northern Iraq, 
Staff Sergeant Boyce was part of a convoy which included 
QM1, our command vehicle. Just outside the main gate of  
LSA Anaconda, the command vehicle in which Staff Sergeant 
Boyce was riding was attacked by a deadly roadside improvised 
explosive device. Staff Sergeant Boyce was stationed in the 
back of the vehicle in a gunner's position. Mr. Speaker, when 
the explosion occurred, Staff Sergeant Boyce was literally 
blown out of the Humvee and into the desert. The explosion was 
so powerful that the entire Humvee carrying Staff Sergeant 
Boyce was totally destroyed. Staff Sergeant Boyce suffered 
serious and permanent injuries as a result of this attack. He was 
subsequently awarded the Purple Heart. He continues to serve in 
the United States Army Reserve, based in Coraopolis, 
Pennsylvania. 
 Mr. Speaker, S. Sgt. Jeremy Boyce is one of those heroes 
about whom President Reagan spoke. I would respectfully ask 
our House members to extend a warm welcome to one of 
Pennsylvania's heroes, S. Sgt. Jeremy Boyce. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On behalf of the House, thank you for your 
service to our country, Sergeant Boyce. 

GUESTS INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. Some additional guests we have with us. 
Located to the left of the rostrum, the Speaker welcomes 
Benjamin Ludwig, an intern for the Human Services 
Committee, and he is a guest of Representative DiGirolamo. 
Will our guest please rise. Welcome to the hall of the House. 
 Located in the rear of the House, we welcome the 
Cumberland Valley Girls Water Polo Team, the 2010 State 
Champions. They are the guests of Representatives Grell, 
Delozier, and Bloom. 

CUMBERLAND VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL 
GIRLS WATER POLO TEAM INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. I would like to recognize the gentleman,  
Mr. Grell, under unanimous consent. 
 Mr. GRELL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 This morning I am joined by Representatives Delozier and 
Bloom, who share with me the honor of representing the 
Cumberland Valley School District. 
 At Cumberland Valley there is a commitment to excellence 
in every aspect of the educational experience, starting in the 
classroom, extending to community service, extracurricular 
programs – as we saw recently, it extends to cheerleading – as 
well as the arts and of course interscholastic athletics. 
 Today's honorees, however, went beyond the commitment to 
excellence, and they achieved the rarity of perfection, and we 
are here today to honor them for that achievement. 
 The Cumberland Valley High School Girls Water Polo Team 
is being honored today for capturing the 2010 Pennsylvania 
State Girls Water Polo Championship, which capped off a 
season of perfection, compiling a season record of 31 wins and 
zero losses. They also prevailed as winners of the prestigious 
Beast of the East Championship. 
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 The team is joined by head coach Sheri Bock, who was 
named the 2010 State Coach of the Year; coach Corey Pelow, 
who was named the 2010 State Men's Coach of the Year for 
coaching the boy's team. We also have the 2010 State Rookie of 
the Year, Carly Kent; the 2010 State Player of the Year, Hannah 
Sunday. We have senior members of the team Georgia 
DuCharme, Shannon Hillery, Katie McFadden, Michelle  
St. Omer Roy, Kim Brownrigg, and Alex Bornman. The rest of 
the team is seated with them in the back of the chamber along 
with some very proud parents, siblings, and fans of this 
outstanding team. 
 At this time I would like the entire team to rise, and I would 
ask my colleagues of the House of Representatives to give them 
a warm greeting and extend congratulations on a job well done. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker thanks the gentleman. 

FRAZIER AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT 
EIGHTH GRADE CLASS PRESENTED 

 The SPEAKER. Representative Kula is now invited to the 
rostrum for the purpose of presenting a citation to the Frazier 
Area School District eighth grade class. 
 The lady may proceed. 
 Mrs. KULA. Thank you Mr. Speaker. 
 The NCAA March Madness determines the best collegiate 
basketball team in the country. March Math Madness 
determines the best math students in the country, and I am very 
proud to say those students hail from western Pennsylvania. 
They are the Frazier Middle School's eighth grade math class. 
 Please join me in welcoming our March Math Madness 
champions along with their teacher, Susan Szelc, to the floor of 
the House today. Along with their teacher are the top winners in 
this contest: Alex Lyons, who solved the most math problems; 
Jamie Muccioli was second; Haley Grimm, third; and Amanda 
Richards, fourth place. In the back of the House and in the 
balcony is the rest of the eighth grade class. So if the House 
could join me in welcoming them all to the House of 
Representatives. 
 These young mathletes beat out students from 1,400 schools 
across the country, solving more than and close to 200,000 math 
problems, and they completed these problems also while taking 
the PSSAs (Pennsylvania System of School Assessment). So 
you can imagine what their lives were like at that time. 
 I am going to direct this portion to the students here today.  
I can tell you we are all so proud of you. It was the first year 
Frazier Middle School students even made it to the Sweet 16, 
but with your desire and determination to win, you went on to 
the Elite 8, the Final 4, and then squared off against a school 
from Boise, Idaho, and brought home the March Math Madness 
trophy and a banner for the school gym. 
 I love the newspaper quote from Amanda Richards, who is 
standing behind me, where you were about to go into the final 
round, and you said, "There's only one more to go. We can't 
stop now." Beyond all of the math skills you learned in this 
competition, I think that is the most important lesson of all, 
"…can't stop now." Your goals are always much closer than you 
think, so do not ever give up. 
 I would like my fellow House members to join me in 
wishing all of you the very best of luck as you make your way 
through school and encouraging you to go on to college, but 

most importantly, to always keep alive the desire and 
determination to win that you showed in this competition and to 
always remember, your goals are closer than you think, so 
always remember, do not stop now. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

STATEMENT BY MR. MARKOSEK 

 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman,  
Mr. Markosek, rise? 
 Mr. MARKOSEK. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise under unanimous consent. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman is recognized under 
unanimous consent. 
 Mr. MARKOSEK. Mr. Speaker, just in case you are not 
aware or some of the members may not be aware, a citizen of 
the Commonwealth has brought great accolades to the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Last night Hines Ward won 
what is technically called the mirror ball trophy but is more 
commonly known as the championship of "Dancing with the 
Stars," and I think it is only fitting that a Pittsburgh Steeler has 
again brought accolades to our great Commonwealth. I just 
wanted to make sure that the Speaker did not miss that and was 
aware of that. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker thanks the gentleman and 
would note that is what his wife was watching when he called 
her last night, so I got an update fresh in the evening. 

UNCONTESTED 
SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR B 

 
RESOLUTION PURSUANT TO RULE 35 

 Mr. SHAPIRO called up HR 306, PN 1962, entitled: 
 
A Resolution designating the month of May 2011 as "Brain Tumor 

Awareness Month" in Pennsylvania. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House adopt the resolution? 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
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Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question 
was determined in the affirmative and the resolution was 
adopted. 

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR C 
 

RESOLUTION PURSUANT TO RULE 35 

 Mr. CLYMER called up HR 313, PN 1964, entitled: 
 
A Resolution recognizing former Army Corporal Frank W. 

Buckles, America's last survivor of World War I, who died on February 
27, 2011, at Gap View Farm near Charles Town, West Virginia, at 110 
years of age. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House adopt the resolution? 
 
 The SPEAKER. On that question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman, Mr. Clymer. 
 Mr. CLYMER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, could the members just be a little bit quieter so 
I can read this resolution? 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. 
 If we could have the members' attention, the Speaker would 
appreciate the members taking their seats and curtailing the 
conversations or taking them to the rear of the House. 

 Mr. CLYMER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 HR 313, honoring former Army Cpl. Frank W. Buckles. 
Mr. Speaker, on February 27, 2011, this Army veteran, 
America's last survivor of World War I, died at Gap View Farm, 
West Virginia. He was 110 years of age. 
 A brief history of Mr. Buckles would be as follows:  
Mr. Buckles was born February 1, 1901, in Bethany, Missouri. 
Mr. Buckles enlisted in the United States Army, without proof 
of age, on August 14, 1917, after having been rejected by the 
Marines and by the Navy. A quick calculation, he was 16 years 
of age. Mr. Buckles drove transport motorcycles and 
ambulances in England in 1917 before serving as an ambulance 
driver in France in 1918. 
 Some other interesting history about this World War I 
veteran. Mr. Buckles then pursued classes at a business school 
and worked in cargo and passenger steamships, and during 
World War II, Mr. Buckles was a civilian prisoner of war in the 
Philippines for 38 months, having been captured by the 
Japanese while working for an American shipping company in 
Manila in December 1941. He was liberated by Allied forces  
4 years later. 
 Mr. Speaker, a number of years ago I had the opportunity to 
invite a World War I veteran from my legislative district in 
Riegelsville to this Assembly. His name was Sgt. Gordon W. 
Lundie. He spoke to the members in this General Assembly on 
two different occasions— 
 The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman suspend a second. 
 Members will please hold the conversations down a little bit. 
It is hard to hear. The members will just hold the conversations 
down, please. The Speaker thanks the members. 
 The gentleman may proceed. 
 Mr. CLYMER. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 On the first occasion, in 1993 it was on the 75th anniversary 
of World War I, and then 3 years later, on February 13, 1996, 
Sergeant Lundie came back on his 100th birthday to talk to the 
members here in the legislature.  Sergeant Lundie served under 
Gen. John "Black Jack" Pershing. I do not know if they teach 
World War I in the school histories today, but he was America's 
top general during World War I, and Mr. Lundie participated in 
the Battle of the Argonne Forest, or the Argonne Woods, as the 
case may be, where heavy fighting took place. And the reason  
I remember that Sergeant Lundie fought there was that the 
gentleman from Greene County, Mr. DeWeese, recaptured for 
us in a very vivid way the valor, the courage, yes, and the death 
of those engaged in that decisive battle of World War I. 
 Many of the American Legion posts that exist today here in 
Pennsylvania and across the nation are named after World War I 
veterans. 
 So, Mr. Speaker, here in the year 2011 our nation seals 
forever a proud chapter in the history of our military, 
remembering and honoring the passing of Army Cpl. Frank W. 
Buckles, our nation's last World War I survivor. 
 In a few days we will celebrate Memorial Day with family 
and friends and praise and much other fanfare, but may we 
never forget those who paid the ultimate sacrifice for our 
freedoms and that we take time to honor them for their service 
to our country. 
 Mr. Speaker, I am proud and pleased to report that all House 
members have cosponsored HR 313, and I ask now for their 
affirmative vote. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 On the question recurring, 
 Will the House adopt the resolution? 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question 
was determined in the affirmative and the resolution was 
adopted. 

CALENDAR 
 

RESOLUTION PURSUANT TO RULE 35 

 Ms. V. BROWN called up HR 297, PN 1917, entitled: 
 
A Resolution commending distinguished Mastery Charter School 

orators. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House adopt the resolution? 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
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 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority having voted in the affirmative, the question 
was determined in the affirmative and the resolution was 
adopted. 

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS 

 The SPEAKER. Does the lady, Ms. Major, seek recognition 
for the purpose of an announcement? 
 Ms. MAJOR. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to announce a Republican caucus immediately 
at the call of the recess; I would ask our Republican members to 
please report to our caucus room immediately. Mr. Speaker, if  
I may have your attention, we would be prepared to come back 
to the floor at 1 o'clock. Thank you. 

RECESS 

 The SPEAKER. The House stands in recess until 1 o'clock, 
unless sooner recalled by the Speaker. 

AFTER RECESS 

 The time of recess having expired, the House was called to 
order. 

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS 

 Mr. FRANKEL. Mr. Speaker? 
 The SPEAKER. The House will come to order. 
 I did not know you had an announcement to make. 
 The Speaker recognizes the gentleman from Allegheny 
County, Mr. Frankel. 
 Mr. FRANKEL. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, the Democrats will caucus immediately and 
back to the floor at 1 o'clock. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker apologizes to the gentleman. 

RECESS 

 The SPEAKER. This House stands in recess until 1 o'clock, 
unless sooner recalled by the Speaker. 

RECESS EXTENDED 

 The time of recess was extended until 1:15 p.m.; further 
extended until 2 p.m.; further extended until 2:15 p.m. 

AFTER RECESS 

 The time of recess having expired, the House was called to 
order. 
 
 The SPEAKER. The House will come to order. 

GUESTS INTRODUCED 

 The SPEAKER. I apologize to the kids up in the balcony. 
They are the guests of Representative Tom Creighton. They are 
the Cocalico fourth graders. Sorry you caught us at a bad time, 
but welcome to the House and hope you enjoy your tour of the 
Capitol. 
 
 Members will please report to the floor. 

HOUSE RESOLUTION 
INTRODUCED AND REFERRED 

 No. 309  By Representatives HUTCHINSON, HALUSKA, 
BAKER, BENNINGHOFF, BOBACK, CALTAGIRONE, 
CAUSER, COHEN, D. COSTA, DALEY, DAY, 
DENLINGER, EVERETT, GABLER, GEIST, GINGRICH, 
GODSHALL, HARHART, HESS, F. KELLER, KRIEGER, 
MAJOR, MICOZZIE, PICKETT, RAPP, SONNEY, 
SWANGER, TAYLOR and VULAKOVICH  

 
A Concurrent Resolution establishing a forestry task force to study 

issues concerning the renewal and management of this 
Commonwealth's forests; providing for an advisory committee; and 
directing the Joint Legislative Air and Water Pollution Control and 
Conservation Committee to provide administrative support to the task 
force. 

 
Referred to Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL 

RESOURCES AND ENERGY, May 25, 2011. 

HOUSE BILLS 
INTRODUCED AND REFERRED 

 No. 1583  By Representatives FRANKEL, CALTAGIRONE, 
CURRY, DELISSIO, PASHINSKI, SANTARSIERO, 
SWANGER and JOSEPHS  

 
An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, further providing for protective equipment for 
motorcycle riders. 

 
Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION, May 25, 

2011. 
 
 No. 1590  By Representatives MATZIE, D. COSTA, 
CREIGHTON, FABRIZIO, FREEMAN, GEORGE, 
GERGELY, HALUSKA, HORNAMAN, KIRKLAND, 
MANN, MARSHALL, PASHINSKI, QUINN, READSHAW, 
REICHLEY, K. SMITH, VULAKOVICH and 
YOUNGBLOOD  

 
An Act amending the act of July 31, 1968 (P.L.805, No.247), 

known as the Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code, providing 
for notice to school district; and further providing for application for 
final approval. 

 
Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT,  

May 25, 2011. 
 
 No. 1591  By Representatives MATZIE, BRADFORD, 
BRIGGS, CALTAGIRONE, D. COSTA, DAVIS, DEASY, 
DePASQUALE, GERBER, GIBBONS, GOODMAN, 
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HALUSKA, HORNAMAN, JOHNSON, JOSEPHS, KORTZ, 
M. O'BRIEN, SABATINA, K. SMITH, STABACK, STURLA, 
THOMAS and WAGNER  

 
An Act amending Title 12 (Commerce and Trade) of the 

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, providing for economic 
development responsibility by requiring standard wages on certain 
projects receiving State subsidies. 

 
Referred to Committee on COMMERCE, May 25, 2011. 

 
 No. 1592  By Representatives DONATUCCI, FABRIZIO,  
W. KELLER, M. O'BRIEN and SWANGER  

 
An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, further providing for removal of vehicle by or at 
direction of police. 

 
Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION, May 25, 

2011. 
 
 No. 1593  By Representatives DONATUCCI, V. BROWN, 
CALTAGIRONE, CUTLER, JOSEPHS, W. KELLER, 
MILLER, M. O'BRIEN, PASHINSKI, SABATINA, 
SWANGER and TOOHIL  

 
An Act amending Title 75 (Vehicles) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, further providing for transfer of ownership of 
vehicle. 

 
Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION, May 25, 

2011. 
 
 No. 1595  By Representatives SCHRODER, AUMENT, 
BLOOM, BOYD, CAUSER, COX, CREIGHTON, EVERETT, 
GINGRICH, GOODMAN, GROVE, HARRIS, HICKERNELL, 
KAUFFMAN, KNOWLES, KRIEGER, LAWRENCE, 
MARSICO, MILLER, MILNE, MUSTIO, PICKETT, 
REICHLEY, ROAE, ROSS, SACCONE, SAYLOR, 
SCAVELLO, SIMMONS, SWANGER and VULAKOVICH  

 
An Act providing for the suspension of mandates by school 

entities; requiring the Department of Education to maintain a list of 
suspended mandates on its Internet website and to report annually to 
the General Assembly the mandates suspended by the school entities. 

 
Referred to Committee on EDUCATION, May 25, 2011. 

 
 No. 1596  By Representatives D. COSTA, VULAKOVICH, 
DeLUCA, DEASY, BAKER, BARRAR, B. BOYLE,  
K. BOYLE, CALTAGIRONE, CARROLL, CLYMER, 
CONKLIN, FABRIZIO, FRANKEL, GEIST, GEORGE, 
GOODMAN, GRELL, HARKINS, HESS, HORNAMAN, 
KAVULICH, KULA, LONGIETTI, MANN, MARKOSEK, 
MATZIE, MICOZZIE, MILLER, MIRABITO, MULLERY, 
MURPHY, MURT, M. O'BRIEN, O'NEILL, PETRARCA, 
PYLE, QUINN, READSHAW, SANTARSIERO, 
SCHRODER, SWANGER and YOUNGBLOOD  

 
An Act providing for the Pennsylvania Officer Down Advisory; 

authorizing and directing the Pennsylvania State Police to establish and 
maintain the Pennsylvania Officer Down Advisory; assessing costs; 
and providing for immunity and penalties. 

 
Referred to Committee on JUDICIARY, May 25, 2011. 

 

 No. 1597  By Representatives D. COSTA, MATZIE, 
CARROLL, DeLUCA, FABRIZIO, HALUSKA, KULA,  
M. O'BRIEN, THOMAS, VULAKOVICH and KOTIK  

 
An Act amending the act of December 5, 1936 (2nd Sp.Sess., 1937 

P.L.2897, No.1), known as the Unemployment Compensation Law, in 
penalty provisions, further providing for recovery and recoupment of 
compensation; and providing for an amnesty program for selected 
violations. 

 
Referred to Committee on LABOR AND INDUSTRY,  

May 25, 2011. 
 
 No. 1598  By Representative TAYLOR               

 
An Act amending the act of November 10, 1999 (P.L.491, No.45), 

known as the Pennsylvania Construction Code Act, further providing 
for definitions and for municipal administration. 

 
Referred to Committee on LABOR AND INDUSTRY,  

May 25, 2011. 
 
 No. 1599  By Representatives GODSHALL, MICOZZIE, 
BOYD, FABRIZIO, KOTIK, PICKETT, QUINN, SCHRODER 
and SONNEY  

 
An Act amending the act of July 6, 1917 (P.L.723, No.262), 

entitled "An act imposing a tax on premiums of insurance and 
reinsurance in foreign insurance companies and associations not 
registered in this Commonwealth; providing the method of collection 
of such tax, and imposing penalties," further providing for tax on 
contracts with unauthorized companies and deductions. 

 
Referred to Committee on INSURANCE, May 25, 2011. 

 
 No. 1601  By Representatives GODSHALL, MICOZZIE, 
BOYD, FABRIZIO, KOTIK, PICKETT, QUINN and 
SCHRODER  

 
An Act amending the act of May 17, 1921 (P.L.682, No.284), 

known as The Insurance Company Law of 1921, further providing for 
purpose, for definitions, for acting for or aiding nonadmitted insurers, 
for requirements for eligible surplus lines insurers, for surplus lines 
licensee's duty to notify insured, for exempt risks, for surplus lines 
advisory organizations, for licensing of surplus lines licensee, for 
surplus lines licensees may accept business from insurance producer, 
for surplus lines tax, for tax on independently procured insurance and 
for suspension, revocation or nonrenewal of surplus lines licensee's 
license. 

 
Referred to Committee on INSURANCE, May 25, 2011. 

 
 No. 1602  By Representatives KILLION, TURZAI, MILLER 
and MUSTIO  

 
An Act amending the act of August 24, 1963 (P.L.1175, No.497), 

known as the Mechanics' Lien Law of 1963, further providing for 
formal notice by subcontractor as condition precedent and for filing 
and notice of filing of claim. 

 
Referred to Committee on LABOR AND INDUSTRY,  

May 25, 2011. 
 
 No. 1603  By Representatives QUIGLEY, TOEPEL, VEREB, 
CARROLL, D. COSTA, CREIGHTON, DeLUCA, 
DONATUCCI, FARRY, GABLER, GILLESPIE, GINGRICH, 
HARPER, HARRIS, KORTZ, KULA, MOUL, MURT, PYLE, 
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RAPP, ROCK, SCAVELLO, STEPHENS, STEVENSON and 
VULAKOVICH  

 
An Act amending Title 18 (Crimes and Offenses) of the 

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, further providing for retail theft. 
 
Referred to Committee on JUDICIARY, May 25, 2011. 

SENATE BILLS FOR CONCURRENCE 

 The clerk of the Senate, being introduced, presented the 
following bills for concurrence: 
 
 SB 9, PN 1240 
 
 Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT,  
May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 27, PN 1241 
 
 Referred to Committee on AGRICULTURE AND RURAL 
AFFAIRS, May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 328, PN 305 
 
 Referred to Committee on EDUCATION, May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 450, PN 433 
 
 Referred to Committee on GAME AND FISHERIES,  
May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 566, PN 1032 
 
 Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION, May 25, 
2011. 
 
 SB 907, PN 1243 
 
 Referred to Committee on FINANCE, May 25, 2011. 
 
 SB 1030, PN 1239 
 
 Referred to Committee on LABOR AND INDUSTRY,  
May 25, 2011. 

SUPPLEMENTAL CALENDAR A 
 

BILLS ON THIRD CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1424,  
PN 1852, entitled: 

 
An Act amending Title 3 (Agriculture) of the Pennsylvania 

Consolidated Statutes, providing for the establishment, registration, 
licensing and use of a Pennsylvania Preferred trademark; establishing 
the Pennsylvania Preferred Trademark Licensing Fund; and providing 
for penalties and for enforcement. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 

 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
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 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 
and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 382,  
PN 1958, entitled: 

 
An Act amending the act of December 4, 1996 (P.L.911, No.147), 

known as the Telemarketer Registration Act, further providing for 
unlawful acts and penalties and for unwanted telephone solicitation 
calls prohibited. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 

Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 
and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1411,  
PN 1959, entitled: 

 
An Act amending the act of March 10, 1949 (P.L.30, No.14), 

known as the Public School Code of 1949, in school districts, 
providing for moratorium on certain data collection systems and data 
sets. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
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Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 
and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1459,  
PN 1765, entitled: 

 
An Act amending the act of June 23, 1931 (P.L.932, No.317), 

known as The Third Class City Code, in civil service, further providing 
for promotions. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 

 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 
and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
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* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1460,  
PN 1766, entitled: 

 
An Act amending the act of June 24, 1931 (P.L.1206, No.331), 

known as The First Class Township Code, in civil service for police 
and firemen, further providing for examinations and for eligibility list 
and manner of filling appointments. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 

Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 
and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1461,  
PN 1767, entitled: 

 
An Act amending the act of February 1, 1966 (1965 P.L.1656, 

No.581), known as The Borough Code, in civil service for police and 
firemen, further providing for examinations and for eligibility list and 
manner of filling appointments. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
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Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 
and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to third consideration of HB 1219,  
PN 1329, entitled: 
 

An Act designating a bridge on that portion of State Route 2011 
over the East Branch of Sideling Hill Creek, Monroe Township, 
Bedford County, as the Donald H. Clark Memorial Bridge. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on third consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 
 (Bill analysis was read.) 
 
 The SPEAKER. This bill has been considered on three 
different days and agreed to and is now on final passage. 
 The question is, shall the bill pass finally? 
 Agreeable to the provisions of the Constitution, the yeas and 
nays will now be taken. 
 
 
 
 

 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NAYS–0 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 The majority required by the Constitution having voted in 
the affirmative, the question was determined in the affirmative 
and the bill passed finally. 
 Ordered, That the clerk present the same to the Senate for 
concurrence. 
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CALENDAR CONTINUED 
 

BILLS ON SECOND CONSIDERATION 

 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 463, 
PN 1522, entitled: 
 

An Act amending the act of August 26, 1971 (P.L.351, No.91), 
known as the State Lottery Law, in Pharmaceutical Assistance for the 
Elderly, further providing for determination of eligibility. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 
 

* * * 
 
 The House proceeded to second consideration of HB 608, 
PN 592, entitled: 
 

An Act amending the act of May 31, 1945 (P.L.1198, No.418), 
known as the Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act, 
further providing for mining permit; providing for bioenergy crop 
bonding; and making editorial changes. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the bill on second consideration? 
 Bill was agreed to. 

BILLS RECOMMITTED 

 The SPEAKER. The Speaker recognizes the majority leader, 
who moves that HB 463 and HB 608 be recommitted to the 
Committee on Appropriations. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the motion? 
 Motion was agreed to. 

BILLS REMOVED FROM TABLE 

 The SPEAKER. The Speaker recognizes the majority leader, 
who moves that HB 10, HB 958, and HB 1304 be removed from 
the tabled calendar and placed on the active calendar. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the motion? 
 Motion was agreed to. 

BILLS REPORTED FROM COMMITTEE 

 
HB 1333, PN 1519 (Amended)  By Rep. BENNINGHOFF 

 
An Act amending the act of March 4, 1971 (P.L.6, No.2), known 

as the Tax Reform Code of 1971, in personal income tax, further 
providing for additions to tax. 
 

FINANCE. 
 
 
 
 

HB 33, PN 536 By Rep. BENNINGHOFF 
 

An Act amending Title 72 (Taxation and Fiscal Affairs) of the 
Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes, providing for taxation of natural 
gas drilling and for transfers and distributions. 
 

Reported from Committee on FINANCE with request that it 
be rereferred to the Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESOURCES AND ENERGY. 

OBJECTION TO COMMITTEE REPORT 

 The SPEAKER. For the information of the members, the 
Speaker is in receipt of a letter from the gentleman, Mr. Vitali, 
and the gentleman, Mr. Freeman: "Pursuant to Rule 66, we the 
undersigned do hereby demand that a vote on any question, 
motion or action affecting House Bill 33, Printer's Number 536, 
including a motion to refer the bill, be taken by…electric roll 
call…." 
 Based on that motion filed by the gentleman, Mr. Vitali, and 
the gentleman, Mr. Freeman, the question before the House 
therefore is, shall the House accept the report of the committee, 
including the referral? 
 
 On the question, 
 Shall the House accept the report of the Finance Committee? 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

 The SPEAKER. On that question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman, Mr. Vitali. 
 Mr. VITALI. Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his inquiry. 
 Mr. VITALI. Mr. Speaker, I am trying to ascertain where, 
physically, that bill is right now. I heard that it was reported 
from the committee and I heard the Speaker say, "Will the 
House agree to the bill? Agreed to." Does that mean the bill has 
received first consideration right now? 
 The SPEAKER. No, it did not. I said, "Will the House agree 
to the bill? Agreed to," on another bill. There were two bills on 
that report. 
 Because you sent a letter, along with Mr. Freeman, asking 
for a vote on any action pertaining to HB 33, in my opinion, that 
would have included a vote on giving it first consideration, and 
I also believe that that includes actually accepting the 
committee report on that bill. That is an action of this House. 
Therefore, the question, based on your letter asking for a vote, 
that is an action of the House, and so the question before the 
House is, will we accept the committee report, including the 
referral? 

POINT OF ORDER 

 Mr. VITALI. Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his point of order. 
 Mr. VITALI. It is my recollection that what was said by you, 
in all due respect, Mr. Speaker, was after the committee report, 
it was said, "Will the House agree to the bill? Agreed to."  
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I would ask at this point that we look at the transcript of what 
was said to determine exactly where this bill is right now. I do 
not think we can proceed unless we physically know where that 
bill is right now. I would ask that we pause and look at the 
transcript. I believe this bill now is on first consideration. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman is incorrect. There were two 
bills reported from the committee. The first bill was being 
reported, at which point in time the Speaker said, "Will the 
House agree to the bill? Agreed to." The second bill was 
reported with a recommendation to be referred. Since you sent a 
letter asking for a roll-call vote on any action relative to that,  
I posed the question to the floor of the House, if the House 
wanted to agree to accept the committee report on that bill. 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRIES 

 Mr. VITALI. A further parliamentary inquiry. 
 I am trying to understand the nature of the question, because 
it is my understanding what the committee did, according to the 
notes, was reported the bill as committed with a request to 
rerefer. I am trying to get at who was doing the actual 
rereferring here. Is it the Speaker's role to rerefer or is it the 
House as a whole's role to refer? Who has that duty? 
 The SPEAKER. Generally speaking, the House would have a 
vote on a referral. Mostly they are done without objection. 
However, you are one step ahead of yourself, I believe, because 
you requested, you demanded that a vote on any question— 
 Mr. VITALI. Respectfully. 
 The SPEAKER. Well, I am just reading the letter. It says, 
"…we the undersigned do hereby demand that a vote on any 
question, motion or action affecting House Bill 33, Printer's 
Number 563…be taken by…electric roll call…." So the action 
was accepting the committee report, and therefore the question 
is, shall the House accept the report from the Finance 
Committee on HB 33? 
 Mr. VITALI. Okay. A further parliamentary inquiry. 
 Now, what is the consequence of accepting the report, 
because the report put out the bill as committed with a 
recommendation, so if we accept the report, are we simply 
accepting the report, but a recommendation is a 
recommendation, therefore it is not an automatic thing. So my 
question is—  I am a little confused as to the mechanics of this. 
 The SPEAKER. The committee reported the bill with the 
recommendation it be rereferred to the Environmental 
Resources and Energy Committee. 
 Mason's, section 670, No. 2, "When the report of a 
committee is agreed to, the recommendation of the committee 
becomes the action of the house." Therefore, agreeing to the 
report of the committee, in fact, is to refer the bill to the 
Environmental Resources. In other words, a bill normally would 
not get first reading when a committee is simply requesting a 
bill be rereferred to another committee. 
 Mr. VITALI. Thank you. 
 That concludes my inquiry, and I am going to yield to the 
minority leader. 
 
 
 

MOTION TO DIVIDE QUESTION 

 The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Dermody, is 
recognized. 
 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. For what purpose, actually? 
 Mr. DERMODY. I would like to make a motion, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman may state his motion. 
 Mr. DERMODY. Mr. Speaker, rule 63 provides that "Any 
member may call for a division of a question by the House, if it 
comprehends propositions so distinct and separate that one 
being taken away, the other will stand as a complete proposition 
for the decision of the House." 
 Mr. Speaker, the question before us is asking two distinct, 
separate questions. The first question is whether the House shall 
accept the report of the Finance Committee. The second 
question is whether HB 33 should be referred to the 
Environmental Resources and Energy Committee. Mr. Speaker, 
these are two separate propositions so distinct and separate that 
they each stand as a complete proposition for a decision of the 
House. 
 Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, I move that the question before 
the House be divided so that the House may vote on whether to 
accept the report of the committee and then vote separately on 
whether HB 33 should be referred to the Environmental 
Resources Committee. 
 

MOTION RULED OUT OF ORDER 
 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman's motion would not be in 
order, and I will restate the position that the Speaker had set 
forth. Based on Mason's Manual, section 670, No. 2, "When the 
report of a committee is agreed to, the recommendation of the 
committee becomes the action of the house." Therefore, since 
the committee has reported the bill with the request to be 
rereferred, it is not a divisible motion – or the action before the 
House is not a divisible action. May I rephrase that, too. If the 
committee had simply reported the bill out, typically the 
Speaker would have then given it first consideration. Then if the 
House chose to, separate action, rerefer it or do whatever, that 
would be in the purview of the majority of the members. But 
your motion is not in order. 
 Mr. DERMODY. Mr. Speaker? 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman may proceed. 
 Mr. DERMODY. Respectfully, I believe that the House rules 
would take precedence over Robert's rules, and rule 63, I think, 
provides for what I just stated. 
 The SPEAKER. Would you state exactly which rule you are 
looking at. Where specifically in the House rules were you 
referring again? 
 Mr. DERMODY. Rule 63, "Division of a Question." 
 The SPEAKER. The question before the House is not 
divisible, and I again would cite another section of Mason's 
Manual, section 396, "What Motions May Be Amended." 
Number 1 says, "Every original main motion may be amended, 
and all other motions may be amended, except those contained 
in the following list," and (u), the letter (u) under that exception, 
is "Reports to the body." 
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 Mr. DERMODY. Mr. Speaker? 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman may proceed. 
 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 If I could respectfully refer the Speaker to section 671 of 
Mason's regarding "Presenting Committee Recommendations." 
It states that "When a report contains recommendations, they 
should be summarized at the end so that they may be 
conveniently given special or separate consideration." 
 The SPEAKER. The question before the House was stated, 
will the House accept the report of the committee, including the 
recommendations, and that is not divisible. 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

 The SPEAKER. The question before the House is, will the 
House accept the report of the committee, including the 
recommendations? 
 On that question, the Speaker recognizes the gentleman,  
Mr. Vitali. 
 Mr. VITALI. Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman may state his parliamentary 
inquiry. 
 Mr. VITALI. If this motion fails, where will HB 33 be? 
 The SPEAKER. If the House rejects the report of the 
committee, the bill would be sent back to the Finance 
Committee. 
 Mr. VITALI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
 I would like to speak on the motion. 
 The SPEAKER. On the motion, the gentleman is in order. 
 Mr. VITALI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I ask that the committee, the House reject this motion, 
because this is our only opportunity, perhaps, before the budget 
to vote on a severance tax bill, which has the support of  
70 percent of Pennsylvanians, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. 
 Before we get too deep into this, I want to reiterate that we 
will keep the debate on the motion, focused on the actual 
motion and not the substance of underlying bills, and I just 
pause for a minute. 
 So I would just caution the members that the debate will not 
be about the substance of an underlying bill. 
 The gentleman may proceed. 
 Mr. VITALI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, this bill should not be referred to the 
Environmental Committee. It was properly placed in the 
Finance Committee because this is a Title 72 bill, "Taxation and 
Fiscal Affairs." This is not an environmental bill, although the 
Marcellus Shale issue has many environmental implications. 
This is a tax bill. 
 I am going to take a couple of minutes, because this is a very 
important question, to ask the members to consider the contents 
of this bill. I am just going to go down each individual section 
of this bill to make the point that this is a tax bill, not an 
environmental resources and energy bill, Tax Code bill. These 
are the chapters: "Scope of chapter. Definitions. Imposition of 
tax. Return and payment…Assessments. Time for assessment. 
Extension of assessment period. Reassessments. Interest. 
Penalties. Criminal acts. Abatement of additions or penalties" – 
all tax provisions – "Bulk and auction sales. Collection upon 
failure to request reassessment, review or appeal. Tax liens. Tax 

suit reciprocity. Service. Refunds. Refund petition" – I really 
should have glasses, regrettably; correct me if I am missing 
things – "Rules and regulations. Recordkeeping" – all tax 
provisions – "Examinations. Unauthorized disclosure. 
Cooperation with other governments. Bonds" – again, all tax 
provisions – "Accounts established." Now, this is the only 
provision that even uses the word "environment," "Transfers 
and distributions." Then you go back to "Appropriation." 
 Mr. Speaker, this is a Tax Code bill that was properly 
referred to the Finance Committee, which deals with Tax Code 
matters, and it would be highly inappropriate, Mr. Speaker, and 
this motion should fail. 
 Mr. Speaker, this is just a delay tactic by a chairman looking 
down the barrel of a discharge resolution to avoid taking a vote 
on perhaps one of the most important revenue bills this term. 
Mr. Speaker, this bill was referred to the Finance Committee on 
February 8, almost 4 months ago, with no action taken, 
Mr. Speaker. This is a Tax Code bill and no action was taken on 
this bill. This is not about suddenly discovering since February 
that, oh, hey, this is an environmental bill; we are not taking any 
action on it, Mr. Speaker. All this is, is a delay tactic. 
 Mr. Speaker, I call for this motion to be rejected and this bill 
not be sent to the Environmental Committee because this issue 
has been thoroughly vetted. I myself have sat in on hearing after 
hearing – Policy Committee hearings, Appropriations 
Committee hearings, even the Environmental Committee 
hearings – hearing after hearing for several years now, 
Mr. Speaker. This issue has been thoroughly vetted, and it is 
time for us as a body to consider whether this Commonwealth 
should impose a Marcellus drilling tax. If you do not want to do 
it, just vote "no." Be honest with the people you represent and 
just vote "no," but do not keep ducking, do not keep ducking the 
issue using these parliamentary maneuvers, because the 
Commonwealth is watching. 
 Mr. Speaker, we are running out of time, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. 
 I thought the gentleman, Mr. Hanna, sought recognition;  
I apologize. 
 The gentleman may proceed. 
 Mr. VITALI. Mr. Speaker, it would be inappropriate to 
accept this motion, thus putting it into another committee, 
which is going to cause more delay. It would be inappropriate to 
do that because we need the revenue now. We are cutting basic 
ed, cutting higher ed, cutting health care. We need the revenue 
now. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. 
 The gentleman will stay on the reasons for supporting the 
motion to accept the report or not. 
 The gentleman is still in order. 
 Mr. VITALI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman, Mr. Vitali, seek to 
continue? 
 Mr. VITALI. Mr. Speaker, I simply ask that if the members 
of this House want to move this issue forward, the correct move 
to take, if they want to deal with the severance tax issue, the 
correct motion is to vote "no" on this motion. Thank you very 
much. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Hanna, is recognized. 
 Mr. HANNA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I, likewise, rise to urge a "no" vote on rereferral 
of HB 33 to the Environmental Committee. 
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 Let us be honest about this. Why do we refer bills to a 
committee? Well, first off, we refer them there because the 
subject matter is appropriate. This is not an environmental bill. 
This is a revenue bill. Revenue bills belong in the Finance 
Committee. Revenue bills should always be dealt with by the 
Finance Committee. This bill should not be reported to the 
Environmental Committee. 
 Why else would we want to refer it to the Environmental 
Committee? Well, if we thought that there was a need for 
hearings on the bill, then it may be appropriate to report it to the 
committee. 
 Mr. Speaker, this bill does not need to be referred to the 
Environmental Committee. Every component of this bill, every 
single component of this bill has been vetted at one time or 
another as part of hearings that were held last session by the 
Finance Committee, that were held last session by the Policy 
Committee. Like the gentleman from Delaware County,  
I attended numerous, numerous, numerous hearings on the 
Marcellus revenue policy bills, and there is no need to vet this 
further. There is no need for any further committee action. 
 Mr. Speaker, let us be honest about this. Any effort to refer 
this to the Environmental Committee is not an effort to stall; it 
is an effort to kill this bill. It is an effort by those who are 
opposed to this revenue bill being considered, it is an effort by 
them to send it to a committee where it will die. 
 Mr. Speaker, continually yesterday we heard, where is the 
Democratic counterproposal for a budget? Well, we have told 
you all along we have counterproposals. Part of those 
counterproposals is to look at revenue that could be raised from 
the Marcellus tax. If we can get a Marcellus revenue bill before 
this House, then we can continue to present to you our 
counterproposal for how to balance this budget. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. The gentleman 
will suspend. 
 I will give you a little leeway as a member of leadership, but 
the subject before the House is not the appropriations bill or the 
House budget. The subject before the House, the question 
before the House is whether or not to accept the report of the 
Finance Committee. 
 Mr. HANNA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, as I said, there is no need to rerefer this bill to 
the Environmental Committee. We need to address this 
Marcellus Shale extraction revenue bill now as part of this 
year's efforts, and I am standing here urging a "no" vote on this 
motion so that we can get the bill before the full House and not 
have it go back to committee where it will die. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
lady from Luzerne, Ms. Mundy. 
 Ms. MUNDY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 As Democratic chairman of the Finance Committee, I stand 
to oppose or to ask for a "no" vote on the motion. This bill 
belonged in Finance. It is a tax policy bill. It has to do with the 
Revenue Code, and we as a committee are more than capable of 
dealing with this issue. 
 We need to get this bill before the full House, and I urge my 
colleagues to let us deal with this bill as expeditiously as 
possible. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the gentleman from 
Allegheny County, Mr. Frankel, is recognized. 
 

 Mr. FRANKEL. Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to this 
motion to refer this bill. 
 The Speaker was correct initially when this bill was referred 
and he referred it to the Finance Committee. That is where it 
belongs. It is a revenue bill. So I clearly do not understand what 
the rationale could possibly be to take it away from Finance 
Committee and refer it to the Environmental Committee other 
than it appears to me to be an attempt to avoid, to bury this bill 
and avoid any accountability from the majority party for 
something that Pennsylvanians demand, which is an extraction 
tax. 
 It is interesting for me to note that today hot off the press 
Grover Norquist, whom I referred to yesterday as that think 
tank, right-wing think tank in Washington, is now calling an 
impact fee a tax. So it seems to me that there is a little 
skittishness on the other side of the aisle to deal with such an 
important issue. 
 This belongs in Finance. It should not be rereferred. There 
needs to be a vote on this piece of legislation. We all need to be 
held accountable for something that Pennsylvanians want and 
demand that we ought to be doing, and it should not be buried 
by this attempt to rerefer the bill. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Montgomery County, Mr. Briggs. 
 Mr. BRIGGS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I ask my colleagues to oppose the motion to refer to the 
Energy Committee. HB 33 was correctly originally sent to the 
Finance Committee. The Finance Committee handles the fiscal 
policies and revenue policies of our codes. 
 I am just going to cite something here, " 'The Finance 
Committee deals with issues involving both the tax and fiscal 
codes.' " That is from the chairman of the Finance Committee, 
the gentleman from Centre County's press release when he was 
named the Finance chair. And I hope that the members agree 
and keep it in the Finance Committee so we can handle that bill 
correctly. Thank you. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Bucks, Mr. Santarsiero. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I, too, rise in opposition to this motion. 
 Mr. Speaker, may I ask the majority chairman of the 
Environmental Resources and Energy Committee to stand for a 
brief interrogation? 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker apologizes. I was distracted;  
I apologize. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Not at all, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. Would you repeat your comment. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Yes, Mr. Speaker. I would like to ask 
the majority chairman of the Environmental Resources and 
Energy Committee to stand for brief interrogation. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman indicates he will stand for 
interrogation. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, if this motion is successful today and HB 33 is 
referred to the Environmental Resources and Energy 
Committee, I would like to ask the chairman if we can expect a 
vote on the bill by June 8. 
 Mr. HUTCHINSON. By June 8? I do not know that—  The 
motion before us does not have any specific timetable, so  
I could not imagine that we would do it that quickly. 
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 Mr. SANTARSIERO. So, Mr. Speaker, the chairman will 
not commit to have a vote on the bill by June 8. Is that correct? 
 Mr. HUTCHINSON. Correct. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Mr. Speaker, will the chairman 
commit to have a vote on the bill by June 15? 
 Mr. HUTCHINSON. No. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Mr. Speaker, would the chairman 
commit to having a vote on the bill by June 22? 
 Mr. HUTCHINSON. Mr. Speaker, I do not know that this is 
proper interrogation line. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Mr. Speaker, will the— 
 The SPEAKER. Certainly the gentleman can choose to 
answer or not the question. I would say that asking for a definite 
timeline is not necessarily an inappropriate question, but 
probably the gentleman should make the point that he is 
attempting to make. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 And I appreciate the Speaker's indulgence. I intend to get to 
that point in just a moment, but I would like to know, and my 
last question, does the chair intend to bring the bill to a vote by 
June 30? 
 Mr. HUTCHINSON. Mr. Speaker, we have not received this 
legislation, so I cannot commit to any time certain. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. So in other words, Mr. Speaker, the 
answer to that question is no. 
 Mr. HUTCHINSON. The answer is, we have not received 
the bill. I do not know what is in it. I have not done any due 
diligence which committees – that is why they exist. So I am 
not going to commit one way or the other. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 That concludes my interrogation. I would like to speak on 
the motion now, if I may. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order on the question. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Mr. Speaker, I think we just heard that 
if this bill is referred to the Environmental Resources and 
Energy Committee, where it does not belong for the reasons that 
my colleague from Delaware County previously stated, that this 
bill will not move; it will not move before the budget is done 
this year by June 30. We have heard from the other side now for 
the last 2 months that we will have a budget on time. Well, this 
bill, Mr. Speaker, goes directly to the budget since it is a 
revenue bill, and if we do not have a commitment to have it 
moved by June 30, Mr. Speaker, it becomes obvious what is 
happening here. 
 This motion, Mr. Speaker, will do nothing but scuttle the bill. 
Over 70 percent of the citizens of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania repeatedly say in poll after poll that they support a 
reasonable tax on the severance of natural gas, and that is 
exactly what HB 33 would achieve. We passed similar bills in 
September of '09 and again last year in September of 2010. 
 Mr. Speaker, I urge— 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. 
 For what purpose does the gentleman, Mr. Metcalfe, rise? 
 Mr. METCALFE. To ask the Speaker, respectfully, if he 
would have the gentleman stick to the motion as to whether or 
not to accept the committee report or not. I mean, speaker after 
speaker, whether in leadership or not, we keep hearing the same 
droning on. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker thanks the gentleman. And 
perhaps it was the Speaker's fault. He was distracted a tad with 
some other conversation here, trying to figure out where things 
are going. 

 The gentleman may proceed. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Mr. Speaker, was the word "droning" 
just used? I take great umbrage— 
 The SPEAKER. Were you questioning whether the word 
"drone" was used? 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Yes; droning. 
 The SPEAKER. Well, one man's oratory is another man's 
drone. 
 Mr. SANTARSIERO. Well, Mr. Speaker, I hope that I am 
not droning. Especially on a Wednesday afternoon, I would hate 
to be droning. 
 Mr. Speaker, the fact of the matter is that this motion will 
result in scuttling this bill at a time when the people of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania have repeatedly said in large 
majorities that they want a bill like this passed. And I urge my 
colleagues on both sides of the aisle to vote "no" on this motion 
so that we can bring this bill to the floor for a vote and we can 
do so by June 30, which is the appropriate time when it should 
be considered, and I support my colleague from Delaware and 
the arguments he has made of why this needs to be done. 
 The people of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania are 
watching this today, they are watching it closely, because they 
know what is really going on here, and that if this motion 
passes, what they want will be undone by this chamber. Thank 
you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question to accept the report of the 
committee, the Speaker recognizes the gentleman, Mr. Freeman. 
 Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I rise to oppose the motion to accept the report 
of the committee. I think it is important to clarify, not only for 
the members of this chamber but for those who are probably 
viewing our session, that this is nothing more than a 
parliamentary procedure designed to delay action on the 
substance of this bill. 
 As we all know, a discharge resolution has been filed to 
bring this bill directly to the House for consideration. We all 
know the substance of that bill, so that we can debate and 
consider the possibility of a severance or extraction tax to 
ensure revenue to help mitigate the cuts that we experienced in 
the proposed budget that was voted on yesterday. That is an 
important policy consideration and something that should be a 
part of our deliberation process as we decide on a final budget 
and decide on how we are going to fund those essential 
programs. 
 While some would portray today's vote as simply a 
parliamentary procedure, in reality it has a substantive impact 
on important decisions that will be made by this 
Commonwealth in terms of budget considerations and in terms 
of other policies. We should not buy into this parliamentary 
shell game of shifting a bill from one committee to another to 
another to another to delay and delay and delay consideration on 
an important policy consideration as is contained in HB 33. 
 I urge the members to vote "no" on the acceptance of the 
committee report so that we as a body can be in a better position 
to move forward with a discharge resolution that will bring this 
issue directly to us to be considered by us, this legislative body. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
lady from Philadelphia, Ms. Josephs. 
 Ms. JOSEPHS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise to urge a "no" vote on accepting the committee report 
on HB 33. 
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 I have two words: "transparency," "reform"; "transparency" 
and "reform." When we send a bill to a committee that is not 
appropriate, is that reform? Is that transparency? Did we not 
change our rules not very long ago because the public 
demanded transparency and reform? How quickly have we slid 
back to the point where the Judiciary Committee got gambling 
and the State Government Committee got tort reform based on 
the personalities of the chairs of the committee? 
 This is not reform. This is not transparency. This is not what 
the people of Pennsylvania expect from this House. 
 Whether you vote "no," which I recommend, or whether you 
vote "yes," which I think is the wrong vote, this House is 
already hurt by this discussion. We should not be having it. We 
should be dealing with the bills the way the public demands, 
and I do not know why we are not doing that. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The question before the House is to accept 
the report of the Finance Committee. 
 Does Mr. Kortz seek recognition? 
 Mr. KORTZ. Yes. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the gentleman is in order. 
 Mr. KORTZ. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise in opposition to the rereferral of this bill. 
 Mr. Speaker, this is clearly a Title 72 bill. Mr. Speaker, this 
is nothing more than a procedural maneuver to delay this 
further. 
 And I would like to, sir, refer to the majority leader's 
comments on January 4 of this year in which he stated, and  
I quote, "I do not really care to do clever procedural maneuvers. 
I would rather us have straightforward, civil policy debates to 
recognize the differences and then to let democracy take hold. 
You can vote 'yes' or you can vote 'no' and we still can be 
friends afterwards…." 
 Mr. Speaker, I would ask that we oppose this. Thank you. 
 The SPEAKER. The question before the House is, will the 
House accept the report of the Finance Committee? Those 
voting to accept the report of the committee will vote "aye"; 
those voting to reject the report of the committee will vote "no." 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Shall the House accept the report of the Finance Committee? 
 
 (Members proceeded to vote.) 
 
 Mr. DERMODY. Mr. Speaker? 
 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman—  
Nothing is in order but the taking of the vote. For what purpose 
do you rise? 
 Mr. DERMODY. I just wonder if you could explain what a 
"yes" and a "no" vote means again here. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker understands the gentleman's 
quandary. 
 Those voting to accept the report along with the 
recommendation will vote "aye"; those voting to reject the 
report will vote "no." 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Shall the House accept the report of the Finance Committee? 
 
 
 
 

 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–0 
 
 NAYS–199 
 
Adolph Ellis Knowles Ravenstahl 
Aument Emrick Kortz Readshaw 
Baker Evankovich Kotik Reed 
Barbin Evans, D. Krieger Reese 
Barrar Evans, J. Kula Reichley 
Bear Everett Lawrence Roae 
Benninghoff Fabrizio Longietti Rock 
Bishop Farry Maher Roebuck 
Bloom Fleck Mahoney Ross 
Boback Frankel Major Sabatina 
Boyle, B. Freeman Maloney Saccone 
Boyle, K. Gabler Mann Sainato 
Bradford Galloway Markosek Samuelson 
Brennan Geist Marshall Santarsiero 
Briggs George Marsico Santoni 
Brooks Gerber Masser Saylor 
Brown, R. Gergely Matzie Scavello 
Brown, V. Gibbons McGeehan Schroder 
Brownlee Gillen Metcalfe Shapiro 
Burns Gillespie Metzgar Simmons 
Buxton Gingrich Micozzie Smith, K. 
Caltagirone Godshall Millard Smith, M. 
Carroll Goodman Miller Sonney 
Causer Grell Milne Staback 
Christiana Grove Mirabito Stephens 
Clymer Hackett Moul Stern 
Cohen Hahn Mullery Stevenson 
Conklin Haluska Mundy Sturla 
Costa, D. Hanna Murphy Swanger 
Costa, P. Harhai Murt Tallman 
Cox Harhart Mustio Taylor 
Creighton Harkins Myers Thomas 
Cruz Harper Neuman Tobash 
Culver Harris O'Brien, M. Toepel 
Curry Heffley O'Neill Toohil 
Cutler Helm Oberlander Truitt 
Daley Hennessey Parker Turzai 
Davidson Hess Pashinski Vereb 
Davis Hickernell Payne Vitali 
Day Hornaman Payton Vulakovich 
Deasy Hutchinson Peifer Wagner 
DeLissio Josephs Perry Waters 
Delozier Kampf Petrarca Watson 
DeLuca Kauffman Petri Wheatley 
Denlinger Kavulich Pickett White 
DePasquale Keller, F. Preston Williams 
Dermody Keller, M.K. Pyle Youngblood 
DeWeese Keller, W. Quigley   
DiGirolamo Killion Quinn Smith, S., 
Donatucci Kirkland Rapp   Speaker 
Dunbar 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 Less than the majority having voted in the affirmative, the 
question was determined in the negative and the report of the 
Finance Committee was rejected by the House and the bills 
were rereferred to the committee with the information that the 
House has rejected the report. 
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PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman,  
Mr. Vitali, rise? 
 Mr. VITALI. For the purpose of making a discharge 
resolution with regard to HB 33. 
 The SPEAKER. There is no discharge resolution properly 
before the House. 
 Mr. VITALI. Mr. Speaker, House Discharge Resolution 1 
has been properly filed. Rule 21 notice has been given. 
 The SPEAKER. And the bill was reported out of committee 
and this House just rejected that report. Therefore, the bill has 
seen action in the House and has been rereferred to the 
committee. 
 Mr. VITALI. The Committee on Finance. 
 The SPEAKER. To the Committee on Finance; that is 
correct. 
 Mr. VITALI. Mr. Speaker, to be clear, it has been in Finance 
for 15 legislative days, as provided by the rules. A discharge 
resolution has been properly filed. Is it the Speaker's ruling that 
this rejection of the report retolls that 15-day period in Finance? 
 The SPEAKER. The bill was reported out of committee. 
This House just took action on that bill on the floor of the 
House. So yes, a new discharge resolution would need to be 
filed. 

RULING OF CHAIR APPEALED 

 Mr. VITALI. I appeal the ruling of the Chair. I appeal the 
ruling of the Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker has ruled that because the bill 
was reported out of committee, acted on by this House, and 
rereferred back to committee, that a new discharge resolution 
would have to be filed in its normal order. The gentleman from 
Delaware, Mr. Vitali, has challenged the ruling of the Chair. 
 
 On the question, 
 Shall the decision of the Chair stand as the judgment of the 
House? 
 
 Mr. VITALI. A parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his parliamentary 
inquiry. 
 Mr. VITALI. Could the Speaker state his legal precedent for 
this ruling? Could he cite any former House rulings on this issue 
or the specific provisions of the rule or Mason's Manual on this 
position? 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker is citing the fact that once the 
committee reported the bill out of – once a bill was reported out 
of committee, that the discharge resolution no longer is in 
effect. 
 Mr. VITALI. Again, my question is, does the Speaker have 
any precedent, any citation with regard to Mason's Manual, any 
citation to support this? 
 The SPEAKER. The question the gentleman is asking is not 
a parliamentary inquiry. The Speaker has made a ruling. The 
gentleman has properly, as he sees fit, challenged the ruling of 
the Chair. 
 
 
 

 Mr. VITALI. To be clear, I would like to debate my appeal, 
but I would also like to make a parliamentary inquiry on the 
basis for your ruling prior to making argument. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker has stated the basis of his 
ruling, that the committee took action on the bill, reported the 
bill out of committee. This House acted on it on this floor. 
Therefore, the discharge resolution has no validity and a new 
discharge resolution would have to be filed. 
 Mr. VITALI. I would like to speak on my appeal. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order. 
 Mr. VITALI. This is an absolutely outrageous effort on the 
part of both the Speaker and the Republican majority to 
manipulate the rules and to thwart— 
 Mr. TURZAI. Point of order; point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. VITALI. —the will of the people of Pennsylvania— 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. The gentleman 
will suspend. 
 Mr. VITALI. Absolutely outrageous. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. 

POINT OF ORDER 

 Mr. TURZAI. Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. Will the gentleman, Mr. Turzai, state his 
point of order. 
 Mr. TURZAI. Yes, sir. It is not consistent with House rules 
and House history to be putting personal text, particularly 
towards the Speaker or to any members. A vote was 
legitimately taken on an appropriate issue. It should not become 
personal. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker thanks the gentleman. 
 The gentleman, Mr. Vitali— 

POINT OF ORDER 

 Mrs. DAVIDSON. Point of order. 
 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the lady,  
Mrs. Davidson, rise? 
 Mrs. DAVIDSON. Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. The lady may state her point of order. 
 Mrs. DAVIDSON. Innocently, Mr. Speaker, because I am 
just trying to understand the process, when the motion was 
made to move it out to Environmental from the Finance 
Committee, was it not therefore on first consideration? 
 The SPEAKER. No, it was not given first consideration 
because of the letter that the Speaker had received from the 
gentleman, Mr. Vitali, and the gentleman, Mr. Freeman, where 
they demanded a vote on any question, motion, or action. That 
was something the Speaker had stated early on, that they wanted 
to vote on any action. Therefore, the receiving of the report by 
the House was an action on the two bills that happened to be in 
that report. 
 Mrs. DAVIDSON. So it was not first consideration? No? 
 The SPEAKER. It was not given first consideration. The bill 
was before the House. 
 Mrs. DAVIDSON. Would I be in order to make a motion? 
 The SPEAKER. No. The lady was recognized to ask a point 
of order. The gentleman, Mr. Vitali, has the floor. 
 Mrs. DAVIDSON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
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 The SPEAKER. The gentleman, Mr. Vitali, may proceed. 
 Mr. VITALI. Yes, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I also want to point out to the members that this 
appeal vote will also be an on-the-record vote on the Marcellus 
Shale issue. 
 Mr. Speaker, I think it is important to note that the Speaker 
had cited absolutely no legal precedent in the many years this 
House has been in session prior to the days of Benjamin 
Franklin for the basis of his ruling. 
 The intent of the rules is pretty clear. The intent of the rules 
is that when a bill has been in a committee for 15 legislative 
days without action, there should be a mechanism to force 
action. Now, to use these parliamentary gymnastics to attempt 
to thwart that is to really subvert the rules, Mr. Speaker. 
 These rules simply state that when "…a bill or 
resolution…has been referred to…" a committee for "…15 
legislative days prior thereto…." That is what it says. Rule 53, it 
talks about, on line 3, "…has been referred to it 15 legislative 
days prior thereto…." That is what we have done here. The bill 
has been in that committee 15 legislative days. There has been 
no action. We are entitled, we are entitled, Mr. Speaker, to have 
this bill move forward. 
 The position of the Speaker that we are not entitled to make a 
motion to discharge I think will be laid bare by the citizens of 
Pennsylvania as just a parliamentary maneuver to avoid dealing 
with the severance tax, which 70 percent of Pennsylvanians 
want. We need to tax the drillers, we need to fund basic ed, we 
need to fund higher ed, we need to fund health care, and the 
only way you are going to do it is to vote against the ruling of 
the Chair. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question of the appeal of the Chair, 
the gentleman, Mr. Turzai, is recognized. 
 Mr. TURZAI. Thank you. 
 I would request that the members of this body support the 
ruling of the Speaker, the ruling of the Chair. 
 First, the Finance Committee had a debate and a decision 
was made at that time that they wanted to report it out with the 
notion that it would go to the Environmental Committee. The 
fact of the matter is, Representative Vitali, the good gentleman 
from Delaware County, who is passionate about this issue and 
who is very thoughtful, made some debate that he felt that we 
should reject that notion. The body in a bipartisan, unanimous 
vote agreed and felt that that report should not be accepted and a 
vote was taken. It is logical and common sense that the 
consequence of not accepting that report would mean that the 
bill goes back to the Finance Committee, where the bill was 
originally placed. That is consistent with the rules, and we 
should be upholding the Speaker, who is, by ruling, making a 
commonsense ruling based on the vote that was taken here 
today in a bipartisan unanimous approach. 
 I do want to just make one other point. Keep in mind that last 
session when this body was controlled by the other side with a 
Governor of the same party and with language in the Fiscal 
Code about this particular issue, the bill that the good gentleman 
from Delaware County is proposing was not passed or put into 
law, and I do not think it is fair to be saying that we have been, 
quote unquote, "stalling the process," when there was plenty of 
opportunity when the other side was in the majority, if they felt 
strongly about it, to in fact get it done, and it was not with their 
Governor. 
 

 I would ask that we please sustain the Chair on his ruling. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman, Mr. Samuelson. 
 Mr. SAMUELSON. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise in support of Representative Vitali's motion to 
challenge the ruling of the Chair and offer this perspective. If 
the bill before us, if the report was rejected and the majority 
leader said the bill is going back to the Finance Committee, 
well, how could it go back to the Finance Committee if it never 
left the Finance Committee in the first place and has been in the 
Finance Committee since February 9? 
 In support of this, I would like to refer to the earlier ruling of 
the Chair, when a few minutes ago the minority leader asked to 
separate the question. The question, which had two parts, shall 
the bill be reported from committee and rereferred to 
Environmental Resources and Energy, the ruling of the Chair 
was that, no, that is not divisible; it is all or nothing. The vote 
was on the entirety, and the vote, which was unanimously 
rejected by this House, was defeated. So with that result,  
I would say the bill is still in the Finance Committee for the first 
time. Since it has been in the Finance Committee since February 
9, a properly filed discharge resolution would be in order. 
 So I would urge support for the motion to appeal the ruling 
of the Chair. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Allegheny County, Mr. Maher. 
 Mr. MAHER. I like to think that I am not easily confused, 
but I must confess that the gentleman from Delaware County 
has confounded me. He had filed a discharge resolution saying 
he wanted this bill out of the Finance Committee. Apparently, 
he did that a while ago. If the Finance Committee would not act, 
he wanted it out of the Finance Committee. The Finance 
Committee acts and he stands up not 20 minutes ago and says, 
send it back to the Finance Committee. Immediately after we 
accept his advice and send it back to the Finance Committee, he 
says he wants it out of the Finance Committee. I do not know 
that he knows what he wants. 
 I am certainly not clear on what he wants, but what I am 
clear on is that the ruling of the Chair is correct. The Finance 
Committee acted. They sent us a report. This body overrode 
their report, rejected their report, and has now sent this report, 
sent the bill back to the Finance Committee. The Finance 
Committee took action; this body took action. Those 
intervening acts rechristen this bill into the Finance Committee, 
and the activity and the attention that I heard so many on the 
other side of the aisle say they believe was desirable from the 
Finance Committee and asked for our support in having this 
back in the Finance Committee so that attention could be 
attended to the bill cannot be accomplished in the space of  
20 minutes. I do not think the bill has physically been returned 
yet to the Finance Committee, yet you are asking to take it out 
when it is not even there. 
 I am mightily confused about what the gentleman from 
Delaware is really up to with this get it out, put it in, get it out, 
but I have got some clarity on what the Speaker's ruling is and it 
makes sense. For heaven's sake, let us keep it simple. Support 
the ruling of the Chair. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
lady from Philadelphia, Ms. Josephs. 
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 Ms. JOSEPHS. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Transparency, reform. We have a bill in a committee. We 
have a properly filed discharge resolution. People of this State 
expect us to follow our own rules. People of this State expect 
rulings to be made by the Chair to be based on some kind of 
authority, not just manufactured out of thin air. This ruling of 
the Chair is wrong. This ruling of the Chair should not be 
allowed to stand. 
 Transparency, reform. We are looking at skulduggery here. 
For the sake of this whole House, let us look at transparency 
and reform. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Vote "no." 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Clearfield, Mr. George. 
 Mr. GEORGE. Mr. Speaker, I just want to make a point that 
rightfully so from time to time you caution an individual 
legislator for some snide remarks or innuendos. What  
Mr. Maher, if I may use his name, did to Mr. Vitali was wrong. 
It should not be allowed, and if that is allowable, then I might 
say, well, congratulations to Mr. Maher. He must be auditioning 
for— 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend. 
 Has the gentleman concluded? 
 Mr. GEORGE. I have concluded. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker thanks the gentleman. 
 On the question, the Speaker recognizes the lady,  
Ms. Mundy. 
 Ms. MUNDY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I would like to make an attempt to unconfuse the gentleman 
from Allegheny. What we want on this side of the aisle and the 
basis of Mr. Vitali's – excuse me – the gentleman's motion is to 
get this bill before us so that we can vote on it, so that we can 
put the money from it into the budget, so that we can prevent 
the painful cuts that you folks have foisted on the people of 
Pennsylvania by not taking up this bill. That is what we want. It 
is not confusing in the least. It does not confuse me. 
 These are parliamentary gymnastics that are geared toward 
keeping the bill in committee for as long as possible, and then  
I suspect that once it goes back to committee, we will have 
another party-line vote that will send it to another committee to 
keep it out of play. And that is why the motion to appeal the 
Chair is critical, because it is the only way to get this bill before 
us for a vote and to get this money to be able to use it in our 
State budget. 
 So I think the gentleman was probably being facetious. I do 
not think that he could be confused, but hopefully this has 
helped him to see the light. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Monroe County, Mr. Scavello. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I just want to remind all of the parliamentarians in this room 
that know the House rules, I recall last year me standing at this 
microphone and the Speaker of the House used the Wayback 
Machine on me, and you all supported it, and it had to do with 
this issue. Do you recall that? Speaker's prerogative. We seem 
to forget that. 
 We also seem to forget that your party, sir, last year your 
party— 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman— 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. —put this in that same committee, in that 
same Environmental Committee. 
 

 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will address the remarks to 
the Speaker. 
 Mr. SCAVELLO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I just want to bring out the fact, sir, that last year this bill was 
in the Environmental Committee. I voted to move it there 
because I thought that is where it belonged, environmental 
issues. And I heard today a whole list of items on why it should 
go back to Finance, and I agree. Okay? But let us not forget, 
why were not those objections brought up last year when your 
party chose to put it in that committee? It seems like we have 
amnesia all of a sudden. I do not know if it is just me, but, you 
know. And then I get the Wayback Machine last year. I do not 
even remember what happened. But all I know is we went from 
third to second, and everybody smiled; everybody applauded. 
 Let us not forget what happened last year. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman, Mr. Freeman. 
 Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, I have great respect for the gentleman who sits 
in our Chair. I believe he is truly an institution member and 
cares about this institution. But I rise to challenge the Chair's 
ruling and to ask this body to vote to appeal his ruling. 
 It makes no sense whatsoever that when this body has not 
agreed to receive the report of committee, to say that it has 
come out and gone back in to committee, the act of denying the 
acceptance of the report is in essence to leave it in committee. 
The bill has not left the committee. Only an acceptance of the 
report of committee would allow that action to occur. Therefore, 
to rule that the clock starts all over again on a discharge 
resolution is an inappropriate ruling. 
 Furthermore, if that ruling were to become precedent in this 
House, it would render useless for either the minority party or 
the majority party, regardless of who is in power at any 
particular time in this chamber, at any particular year, it would 
render the discharge process absolutely useless, null, and void. 
 We have seen a pattern on the part of numerous leaders in 
the majority to be fast and loose with the procedures of this 
House, whether on questions of germaneness and now on 
questions of discharge resolutions. That is not in the best 
interests of this institution. If we are to function properly as a 
legislative body with a fine tradition of adhering to good rules, 
then we should not play fast and loose with those rules. 
 To assume that a bill has come out of committee when this 
very House, the body from which that committee takes its 
power and authority, has said that we reject that report is 
absurd. It has never come out of the committee because we 
rejected its report. It has stayed in that committee, it remains in 
that committee, and the Discharge Resolution No. 1 filed by the 
gentleman from Delaware County should still be enforced. That 
is the logical way of dealing with this issue and of 
understanding the importance and process of a discharge 
resolution. To rule any other way would make a mockery of our 
process and make a mockery of our rules. 
 So I ask the members of this House, whether they be of the 
majority party or the minority party, to appeal the ruling of the 
Chair, whom I do have great respect for. But in this case, we 
must think first of how this body will function and whether our 
rules and the discharge provision has any validity in our course 
of action as a legislative body. 
 I urge that we appeal the ruling of the Chair. 
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 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Montgomery County, Mr. Vereb. 
 Mr. VEREB. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I rise in support of the Speaker's decision and to support that 
ruling with this vote. 
 Mr. Speaker, some of the previous speakers have talked 
about transparency. I heard a word that I often use, 
"skulduggery," Mr. Speaker. I heard "selective amnesia" used in 
this debate, Mr. Speaker. I am a bit confused. We were asked to 
vote "no" and we voted "no," and now for some reason, that is 
wrong to have voted "no" on this side of the aisle, Mr. Speaker. 
 (Additional remarks by Mr. Vereb at this point were 
voluntarily withdrawn from the record.) 
 I support the ruling of the Chair, Mr. Speaker. 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRIES 

 The SPEAKER. On the question of appealing the ruling of 
the Chair, the Speaker recognizes the gentleman from 
Montgomery County, Mr. Shapiro. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, if I may, I would like to begin with a 
parliamentary inquiry. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman may state his parliamentary 
inquiry. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Mr. Speaker, when this debate began an hour 
or so ago, as I understand it, the question before the House as 
presented by the Speaker was on a rereferral of a particular bill. 
Is that correct, Mr. Speaker? 
 The SPEAKER. The question was on the acceptance of the 
report from the Finance Committee. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 And that included a rereferral as part of it? 
 The SPEAKER. It included a recommendation of a rereferral 
by that Finance Committee. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, a further parliamentary inquiry. 
 When this discussion began as the Speaker presented that 
before the House today, the bill was not yet in possession of the 
House of Representatives. Is that correct, Mr. Speaker? 
 The SPEAKER. The bill had been voted out of committee 
with a recommendation, and the clerk read it across the desk. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Correct, Mr. Speaker. Thank you. 
 However, the bill would not be in possession of the House 
until the Speaker, as would be the normal procedure, would 
simply read it across the desk. In this case, there was an 
intervening request for a vote, so the House never had 
possession of the bill. Is that correct, Mr. Speaker? 
 Mr. Speaker, I can present the question a different way, and 
this is not in any way meant as a leading question: Did the 
House ever have possession of this bill? 
 The SPEAKER. Yes. The House received the bill, the report 
from the committee, and then the body rejected that report. The 
first action taken by vote was the receiving of the report. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 But the House, in rejecting the Finance Committee's attempt 
to move the bill from one committee to another, which requires 
action by this House as a result of the leader's request – or 
excuse me, of the gentleman from Delaware's request – the 
House never, because of its rejection, received the legislation 
into its possession. Thus, the bill remained in the strata of the 

committee and not the strata of the House. "Strata" not, of 
course, being a technical term. 
 The SPEAKER. The fact that the House took action on it 
indicated that the report was – the report, including the bill – 
was before the House. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The action that the House took was on the decision by the 
committee, as I understand it, to move the bill from one 
committee to another, not on the bill itself. Is that correct, 
Mr. Speaker? 
 The SPEAKER. I do not think I would agree with that 
characterization. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Okay. 
 
 Mr. Speaker, I will speak on the motion, if I may, then. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman is in order. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Thank you. 
 Mr. Speaker, before the House today was a motion on 
whether or not to move a bill from one committee to another, 
not on the bill itself. The House, in a bipartisan way, rejected 
the movement of that bill. A bill to be moved from one 
committee to another, in this instance, would have to, as  
I understand it, be read across the desk and affirmed by the 
Speaker, and 9 times out of 10 this House does not vote on that 
movement. It is done by the Speaker of the House. 
 In this instance, because the House voted as such and did not 
move the bill from one committee to another, notwithstanding 
the Finance Committee's decision to try to move this bill out, 
that move was rejected by the House of Representatives. Thus, 
the bill remained in the Finance Committee, and so this bill was 
never considered on the floor of the House of Representatives. 
 And I complimented the majority leader for his 
parliamentary gymnastics; it was a clever move, but in doing 
so— 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will suspend for a second. 

POINT OF ORDER 

 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman,  
Mr. Metcalfe, rise? 
 Mr. METCALFE. Mr. Speaker, a point of order. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his point of order. 
 Mr. METCALFE. The gentleman is recognized to make 
comments on the motion to appeal the ruling of the Speaker, but 
he in fact through his commentary is making his own ruling that 
is totally contrary rather than actually speaking to the motion to 
appeal. He has been going on and on again, as the other 
droning-on speakers in the past. The droning could come to an 
end and we could get to the motion to actually vote this, or at 
least state just why the motion to appeal is not the correct 
motion. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker thanks the gentleman for his 
comment and will ask the member to stay focused on the 
question before the House. 
 Mr. SHAPIRO. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 I am trying to establish my opinion at least as to why I think 
the decision of the Chair, respectfully, was incorrect. 
 Mr. Speaker, as I was saying, because this House joined in a 
bipartisan way to not allow the bill to come out of the Finance 
Committee and go to the Environmental Committee, that bill is 
effectively untouched by the House of Representatives and 
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remains in the purview of the Finance Committee. That is my 
opinion, and I am establishing at least this one member's 
opinion in order to further establish why I think the Chair's 
decision, respectfully, is wrong here. And that is because if the 
House of Representatives did not consider this bill – which it 
did not; it just considered the movement of that legislation in 
between committees – because it did not consider that bill, the 
gentleman from Delaware's discharge resolution is still alive. It 
has not been spent. And thus, the statement by the Chair that a 
further discharge resolution would need to be considered in 
order to report this bill out, respectfully, I think is the wrong 
ruling, and thus, I believe the discharge resolution that the 
gentleman from Delaware puts forth remains intact and ought to 
be considered by this House at the appropriate time. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I will yield the floor. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Armstrong County, Mr. Pyle. 
 Mr. PYLE. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, may I speak on this, on the motion to appeal? 
 The SPEAKER. Pardon me; I could not hear the gentleman. 
 Mr. PYLE. I am sorry; my voice is a bit raspy today. I was 
cheering for Hines Ward on "Dancing with the Stars" last night. 
 Mr. Speaker, the prior speaker made the point or he tried to 
make the assertion that this House had not taken an official 
action since we had voted, as we did, to reject the report as sent 
to us by the Finance Committee. Mr. Speaker, I have to disagree 
with that assertion, because the committee it would have ended 
up in, ERE (Environmental Resources and Energy), I am a 
member of ERE, and I readily admit this is a tax bill. Okay?  
I voted to keep the thing back in Finance. There was most 
definitely an action taken by 203 members present, and I do feel 
the Chair has ruled correctly within our parliamentary rules. 
 To conclude, Mr. Speaker, I would like to encourage 
everybody to support the Chair in this decision. Thank you, 
Mr. Speaker. 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY 

 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
gentleman from Lancaster, Mr. Sturla. 
 Mr. STURLA. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, a point of parliamentary inquiry. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state his point. 
 Mr. STURLA. Mr. Speaker, as I understand it, the ruling was 
that the bill actually was in the House as a result of a report that 
was filed by the Finance Committee asking for it to be moved to 
a different committee. Is that correct? 
 The SPEAKER. As I understand the gentleman's statement,  
I think the answer is generally yes. 
 Mr. STURLA. Okay. Because what I am trying to do is 
establish in the future, if the gentleman files another discharge 
resolution to have the bill move out of the Finance Committee 
15 days from now, now that it is supposedly back in the Finance 
Committee, the day that that report is filed—  Or if the Chair of 
the Finance Committee 15 days from now tries to have the bill 
referred to a different committee, the day that he files the report 
asking for it to be moved to a different committee, we can 
assume that it is in the House then. Would that be correct? 
 
 
 

 The SPEAKER. I am not sure I can follow exactly the 
hypothetical the gentleman set forth, but once the committee 
would vote a bill out, straight out or vote it out with a 
recommendation, it does pass through the control of the House. 
 Mr. STURLA. Okay. Because I believe the intent of the 
gentleman from Montgomery County, or Delaware County  
I guess it is, was to have the bill come to the floor, and if by 
future action an attempt to move it to a different committee 
automatically brings it to the floor, we should then be able to 
call it up once it is here. Would that be correct? 
 The SPEAKER. Would you please restate that. I am not sure 
I follow the question. 
 Mr. STURLA. For example, apparently 20 minutes ago the 
bill was here in the House. Would it have been appropriate to 
just call the bill up at that point in time? 
 The SPEAKER. That may have been an option. I would 
suggest that the motion that had been filed previously in writing 
that demanded a vote on any question, motion, or action is what 
dictated to the Speaker that we should actually vote to – that an 
action of this House was to vote on the report itself. So that may 
have been an option. 
 Mr. STURLA. Okay. That is all I needed to know. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
minority leader, Mr. Dermody. 
 Mr. DERMODY. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 Mr. Speaker, even if there was intervening business, 
nowhere in our House rules does that say it invalidates a 
properly filed discharge resolution. The gentleman from 
Delaware County has properly filed a discharge resolution. The 
bill is back in the Finance Committee, so the gentleman should 
be allowed to call up his resolution and should be allowed to 
call it up today. 
 Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 The SPEAKER. On the question, the Speaker recognizes the 
majority leader, Mr. Turzai. 
 Mr. TURZAI. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 
 And, sir, I am just putting, I think, some important facts on 
the record with respect to the decision made by the Speaker and 
the actions here of the House. 
 On May 23 of 2011, this past Monday, the Finance 
Committee, under the good chair from Centre County, there was 
a vote 15 to 6 in favor of reporting the bill from committee with 
the recommendation to refer it to the Environmental Resources 
and Energy Committee. That bill physically came out of 
committee, went to the Speaker's Office, and please understand, 
the two individual members, including the good gentleman from 
Delaware County whose bill it is, submitted a letter demanding 
a full House vote on the action of his bill. 
 The Speaker appropriately took up the issue – it is on the 
House floor – the Speaker appropriately took up the issue of the 
bill that was reported with the recommendation to refer to the 
Environmental Resources and Energy Committee. So clearly the 
House chamber on the floor took possession of it or we would 
not have been able to take the action that the good gentleman 
from Delaware County wanted. It was taken on possession and 
put up for a vote on whether or not to accept the 
recommendation of that particular committee. 
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 The good gentleman and others spoke on this House floor 
and said that it should not, that bill should not be referred to the 
Environmental Resources and Energy Committee. Clearly that 
bill was now out of the Finance Committee and on the House 
floor, and recommendations were made in floor debate to take 
that particular bill and make sure that it was not, that the report 
was not accepted. And in a bipartisan, unanimous fashion,  
199 to nothing, the House floor decided not to accept the 
recommendation of the committee in large part based on the 
arguments that were made in the debate today. 
 Clearly the Speaker has made an appropriate decision with 
respect to the action that was taken on the underlying bill as it 
was reported out of the Finance Committee, and we should 
sustain the Speaker's ruling. Thank you. 
 Also, I might, Mr. Speaker, I might just say as 
supplementary support, section 670 of Mason's Manual of 
Legislative Procedure, which does supplement our rules, says, 
under subsection 2, "When the report of a committee is agreed 
to, the recommendation of the committee becomes the action of 
the house." The Finance Committee reports the bill, makes that 
recommendation. It comes here to the floor. The Speaker, 
knowing that a letter filed by the good gentleman and another 
colleague demand votes on every action, we have that vote, and 
199 to nothing we did not accept the report and the 
recommendation of the committee based on the debate that was 
put forth in front of us today. Thank you. 
 The SPEAKER. Shall the decision of the Chair stand as the 
judgment of the House? 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRIES 

 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman,  
Mr. Vitali, rise? 
 Mr. VITALI. A parliamentary inquiry. 
 The SPEAKER. The gentleman may state his parliamentary 
inquiry. 
 Mr. VITALI. Two questions. 
 One, I want to know the correct vote here for those who want 
to overturn the ruling of the Chair. 
 The SPEAKER. If the gentleman would be patient, the 
Speaker has an actual script to clearly state how the vote, you 
know, what an "aye" vote is and what a "no" vote is. 
 Mr. VITALI. And the second parliamentary inquiry is, am  
I entitled to speak a second time on this motion? 
 The SPEAKER. No. Under rule 4, "On questions of order 
there shall be no debate except on an appeal from the decision 
of the…" Chair "or on reference of a question to the House. In 
either case, no member shall speak more than once except by 
leave of the House." So each member was entitled to one turn. 
 Mr. VITALI. Thank you. 
 
 The SPEAKER. The question is, shall the decision of the 
Chair stand as the judgment of the House? Those in favor of 
sustaining the Chair's decision will vote "aye"; those opposed, 
"no." 
 
 On the question recurring, 
 Shall the decision of the Chair stand as the judgment of the 
House? 
 
 

 The following roll call was recorded: 
 
 YEAS–113 
 
Adolph Gabler Major Roae 
Aument Geist Maloney Rock 
Baker Gillen Marshall Ross 
Barrar Gillespie Marsico Saccone 
Bear Gingrich Masser Saylor 
Benninghoff Godshall Metcalfe Scavello 
Bloom Grell Metzgar Schroder 
Boback Grove Micozzie Simmons 
Brooks Hackett Millard Sonney 
Brown, R. Hahn Miller Staback 
Causer Harhart Milne Stephens 
Christiana Harper Moul Stern 
Clymer Harris Murt Stevenson 
Cox Heffley Mustio Swanger 
Creighton Helm O'Neill Tallman 
Culver Hennessey Oberlander Taylor 
Cutler Hess Payne Thomas 
Day Hickernell Peifer Tobash 
Delozier Hutchinson Perry Toepel 
Denlinger Kampf Petri Toohil 
DiGirolamo Kauffman Pickett Truitt 
Dunbar Keller, F. Preston Turzai 
Ellis Keller, M.K. Pyle Vereb 
Emrick Killion Quigley Vulakovich 
Evankovich Knowles Quinn Watson 
Evans, J. Kotik Rapp   
Everett Krieger Reed Smith, S., 
Farry Lawrence Reese   Speaker 
Fleck Maher Reichley 
 
 NAYS–86 
 
Barbin Deasy Josephs Payton 
Bishop DeLissio Kavulich Petrarca 
Boyle, B. DeLuca Keller, W. Ravenstahl 
Boyle, K. DePasquale Kirkland Readshaw 
Bradford Dermody Kortz Roebuck 
Brennan DeWeese Kula Sabatina 
Briggs Donatucci Longietti Sainato 
Brown, V. Evans, D. Mahoney Samuelson 
Brownlee Fabrizio Mann Santarsiero 
Burns Frankel Markosek Santoni 
Buxton Freeman Matzie Shapiro 
Caltagirone Galloway McGeehan Smith, K. 
Carroll George Mirabito Smith, M. 
Cohen Gerber Mullery Sturla 
Conklin Gergely Mundy Vitali 
Costa, D. Gibbons Murphy Wagner 
Costa, P. Goodman Myers Waters 
Cruz Haluska Neuman Wheatley 
Curry Hanna O'Brien, M. White 
Daley Harhai Parker Williams 
Davidson Harkins Pashinski Youngblood 
Davis Hornaman 
 
 NOT VOTING–0 
 
 EXCUSED–4 
 
Boyd Johnson Miccarelli O'Brien, D. 
 
 
 Less than a majority of the members elected to the House 
having voted in the negative, the decision of the Chair stood as 
the judgment of the House.  
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REMARKS VOLUNTARILY WITHDRAWN 

 The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman,  
Mr. Vereb, rise? 
 Mr. VEREB. Mr. Speaker, I would like to withdraw my 
comments about the grand jury report earlier stated. 
 The SPEAKER. The Speaker thanks the gentleman. Those 
remarks will be stricken from the record. 

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS PASSED OVER 

 The SPEAKER. Without objection, all remaining bills and 
resolutions on today's calendar will be passed over. The Chair 
hears no objection. 

ADJOURNMENT 

 The SPEAKER. Seeing no further business before this 
House, the Speaker recognizes the gentleman, Mr. Clymer, from 
Bucks County, who moves that the House do now adjourn until 
Monday, June 6, 2011, at 1 p.m., e.d.t., unless sooner recalled 
by the Speaker. 
 
 On the question, 
 Will the House agree to the motion? 
 Motion was agreed to, and at 4:13 p.m., e.d.t., the House 
adjourned. 


